Spontaneous speech adds a variety of phenomena to a speech recognition task false starts, human and nonhuman noises, new words, and alternative pronunciations. All of these phenomena have to be tackled when adapting a speech recognition system for spontaneous speech. In this paper we will focus on how to automatically expand and adapt phonetic dictionaries for spontaneous speech recognition. Especially for spontaneous speech it is important to choose the pronunciations of a word according to the frequency in which they appear in the database rather than the "correct" pronunciation as might be found in a lexicon. Therefore, we proposed a data-driven approach to add new pronunciations to a given phonetic dictionary [l] in a way that they model the given occurrences of words in the database. We will show how this algorithm can be extended to produce alternative pronunciations for word tuples and frequently "cognized words.
INTRODUCTION
The phonetic dictionary is one of the main knowledge-sources for a speech recognizer, to lead it to valid hypotheses in the recognition process. Still it is often regarded as being less important as acoustic or language modeling.
In continuous speech recognizers researchers often use the "correct" pronunciation of a word, as it can be found in a lexicon. But this "correct" pronunciation does not have to be the most frequent variant for a given task (especially in spontaneous speech), and does not necessarily yield the best recognition performance given the current acoustic modeling. If the phonetic transcriptions in the dictionary do not match the actual occurrences in the database, the phonetic units will be contaminated during the training with inadequate acoustics, which will degrade the overall performance.
State-of-the-art speech recognition systems start to put more and more &ort into creating adequate dictionaries with alternative pronunciations and word contractions, which can also model interword &e& such as coarticulation between words (e.g. "gonna" as contraction of "going to") .
As we want to increase the overall performance of the speech recognizer, we are especially interested in the most common pronunciations for the given task, in a better modeling of frequently misrecognized words and strong dialectic variations of word sequences. We will show how our algorithm can learn pronunciations for word tuples and therefore learn interword effects such as coarticulation between words and dialectic variations of words and word sequences.
DICTIONARY LEARNING
Modifying dictionaries is usually done either by hand or by applying phonological rules (e.g. [5, 61) to a given dictionary. Hand tuning and modifying the dictionary requires an expert. It is time consuming and labor intensive, especially if a lot of new words need to be added, e.g. when the task is still growing, or the system is adapted to a new task.
Adding dictionary entries by hand usually focuses on single occurrences of a word and does not have the improvement of the overall recognition performance as an objective function. Therefore, we propose a data-driven approach to improve existing dictionaries and automatically add new words and variants whenever needed. This algorithm should:
use a performance driven optimization of the phonetic entries in the dictionary rather than a "canonical" form of a word.
w e the underlying phonetic modeling to generate accurate and consistent entries in the phonetic dictionary. 0 generate pronunciation variants only if they are statist i d y relevant.
lead to a lower phoneme confusability after retraining. 0 lead to a higher overall recognition performance
We give an outline of an algorithm for Dictionary Learning which aims at optimizing the dictionary for retraining, so that contaminated phonetic units will get more accurate training.
In our first experiments we show that even using a simple algorithm to extract candidates for phonetic variants yields a sigmficant increase in recognition performance. We also show experiments of modeling word tuples to tackle the problem of frequently misrecognized words.
OUTLINE OF THE ALGORITHM
We modified our pre-trained JANUS' speech recognizer for the given task to run as a phoneme recognizer with smoothed phoneme-bigrams. We will need both the phoneme and the speech recognizer to perform our algorithm.
We will not need any he-labeled speech data, but we will need transcriptions on a word-level7 as they are needed for training a speech recognizer. Additionally we will need the following prerequisites:
Prerequisites:
1.
2.
3.
4.

5.
create word labels for the whole training set by run- found that they were often due to misrecognition of short words. The term "short words" includes words which have "short" pronunciations. Another problem was caused by words which became confusable after looking at the possible pronunciation variants (e.g. the German words " ist" ," es"
in Table 5 ). Introducing word tuples for modeling such words within their context increases speech recognition performance, as it reduces both acoustic and language model confusability.
Using both, the speech and the phoneme recognizer, Dictionary Learning can be performed by the following Dictionary Learning Algorithm:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6. 7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
collect all occurrences of each word/tuple in the database and run the phoneme recognizer on them wing the smoothed phoneme LM compute statistics of the resulting phonetic transcriptions of all words/tuples sort the resulting pronunciation candidates using a confidence measure and define a threshold for rejecting statistically irrelevant variants reject variants that are homophones to already existing dictionary entries reject variants which only M e r in confusable phonemes add the resulting variants to the dictionary test with the modified dictionary on the cross validation set (optional) retrain the speech recognizer, allowing the use of multiple pronunciations during training. For the experiments reported here we used the hybrid LVQ/HMM recognizer of JANUS 2, our spontaneous speechto-speech translation system (2,3], using 69 context independent' phoneme models, including noise models. In our first set of experiments we carried out all the steps described in the previous section, with exception of retraining. Table 2 summarizes the first results and their comparison with the baseline system that does not use alternative pronunciations. In experiment A1 we generated alternative pronunciations which do not result in homophones in the dictionary. In experiment A2 we additionally used the phoneme confusability matrix to reject variants which differ only in phonemes which were confusable to the recognizer.
For the second set of experiments we used a slightly im- Table 2 : Recognition results using Dictionary Learning proved baseline system. Table 3 summarizes the results after re-training and the comparison with the baseline system B that does not use alternative pronunciations. In experiment B1 we generated alternative pronunciations as in experiment A2. In experiment B2 we additionally used discriminative phoneme training to increase the discrimination between confusable phonemes.
I experiment B2' 11 65.6% I 6.3%
Ono alternative pronunciations were used bsame as A2, retraining without step 9 csame as A2, retraining with step 9 Table 3 : Recognition results after re-training
Retraining the speech recognizer with the new dictionary improved the overall recognition performance; additional discriminative phoneme training gave further improvements in recognition performance.
In a third set of experiments (Cl,C2,C3) we examined the most frequent words/tuples and used the Dictionary Learning algorithm to generate pronunciations for them. No retraining was performed in this experiment, so further improvements after re-training are likely. The increased recognition performance of the baseline system is due to the use of trigram language models in these experiments. The dictionary of the baseline system C had 3309 entries. In experiment C1 additional 119 tuples were added to the dictionary. System C2 used 130 variants of words and system C3 used 297 variants for words and tuples.
The experiments with word tuples have shown that the pronunciation variants found model dialectic variations as well as coarticulation of short words in a larger word context. 
CONCLUSIONS
We have pointed out that adding or modifying phonetic variants by hand is an error prone and labor intensive procedure.
We gave the outline of a data-driven algorithm for Dictionary
Learning which enables us to automatically generate new entries to a phonetic dictionary in a way that all entries are consistent with the underlying phonetic modeling. We showed that some of the frequently misrecognized words can be modeled more accurately by using word tuples and that pronunciations for such tuples can also be found using Dictionary Learning. Using smoothed phoneme language models during the phoneme recognition enables us to incorporate statistical knowledge about previously observed phoneme sequences without having to keep track of and to apply phonological rules. Our experiments showed that our Dictionary Learning algorithm for adapting and adding phonetic transcriptions to existing dictionaries improves the overall recognition performance of the speech recognizer significantly.
